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Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Operating Temperature [°C (°F)] | IEC 60668-2-1; IEC 60668-2-2  
-20…+70 ° (-4…+158 °) ambient |
| Storage Temperature [°C (°F)] | -40…+85 ° (-40…+185 °) ambient                                           |
| Relative Humidity         | IEC 60068-2-30; 5 to 95% noncondensing                                   |
| Vibration                 | Operating: IEC 60668-2-6; 10…500 Hz (4…15 minute cycle); 10 g peak (all axis)  
Packaged: NSTA Project 1A; ASTM; D999-75; Truck bed simulation |
| Shock                     | IEC 60668-2-27; 3 shocks per axis—category I  
Operating: 30 g peak (all axis)  
Non-operating: 50 g peak (all axis)  
Packaged: Drop test; ASTM; D775-80 |
| Seal Type                 | IEC 529—IP 67 when fully mated                                           |

Approximate Dimensions

Dimensions are in millimeters (inches). Illustrations are not drawn to scale.
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